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Man ‘killed for resembling Samuel K. Doe’

By Joseph Cheeseman and Mariama Khai Fornah

The 50th prosecution witness in the ongoing trial of the former Liberian president Charles Taylor has told the Special Court for Sierra Leone that rebels killed his brother because they said he had great resemblance to the former Liberian president Samuel Kanyan Doe (K-Doe).

The witness, Patrick Sheriff, told the Judges that the rebels killed his brother and chopped off his fingers. He said the worst atrocities he saw in the Sierra Leone civil war were committed by a rebel commander named Poleta who earned another nickname Friday because he went on a killing spree on every Friday. He said that Poleta went to place called Manor Corner on one Friday and moved from house to house killing civilians indiscriminately.

Sheriff gave an account of how Poleta met a man known only as Mr. Kai reading a bible. He allegedly ordered him to drop it and stand up. "As the man stood up, he shot him with a pistol... A minute after killing him, he moved again and met a Limba man eating rice, and he shot him..."

During cross-examination, defence lawyer, Terry Munyard pressed him on his earlier statement that the rebels he saw were Liberian English-speaking men dressed in a uniform with the inscription "RUF". Sheriff insisted that the rebels who attacked Waterloo and Lumber outside Freetown were "purely Liberian rebels." He said he was given 150 lashes and that after ECOMOG had driven the rebels from Lumber and other civilians constituted a committee that burned 60 civilians allegedly killed by the rebels. At this point, Judge Julia Schulte asked the witness about the composition of the sixty people killed and he replied that they were all men and boys. "There... were no women because mostly they used women for their own selfish needs."

Defence lawyer Munyard asked the witness whether the 73-year-old amputee narrates ordeal.

When former president Charles Taylor returned to court after observing a Jewish holiday he was met in court by a 73-year-old man who had his right arm amputated below the elbow and the bones in his left hand broken. Not knowing Olukai Jallol was an amputee, the judge asked him to hold the Koran as the oath was being administered. Jallol said he came into contact with a group of men in January 1999 at Calaba Town in the outskirts of Freetown singing, "We want peace" and threatening that anyone who failed to join them would be flogged. He gave testimony of how eight people were amputated at Calaba Town because of what he quoted the rebels as saying was a revenge for the bombing of their positions by the West African intervention force, ECOMOG. Recounting how his friend Olick was killed, Jallol said he was asked to place his hand on a pounding block. When he pleaded with the rebel, he was ordered for a second time to place his hands for amputation warning him not to plead with him. But he pleaded again. "So the man chopped him on his head with a cutlass then blood started coming from his head, and all over his body was blood... Olick [started] rolling on the ground... and after three days: Olick died."

The 73-year-olds man told the court that after Olick it was his turn. He narrated to the court how the rebels ambushed him and gave him a message to ECOMOG and the Sierra Leonean government. "He struck me once, and he told me to put the right hand again, and he chopped it, and it was dangerous. He chopped the left hand again with both hands and gave me a message for the pre-Nigerian forces. Asked what the message was, Jallol said it was a message for the then-president Tejan Kabbah and ECOMOG not to ever come to rebel territory. The witness, said in court while a court assistant removed the sleeves of his gown from what remained of his amputated hands. His right hand was cut below the elbow and the left hand broken but not severed from the body.

Under direct examination, Jallol told prosecutors lawyer Catherine Howard that the fight rebels he had worked from Liberia because Charles Taylor had threatened in a radio interview that Sierra Leone would taste the bitterness of war. He ended his testimony weeping for his condition. He lamented that he can no longer eat or relieve himself without being aided by someone else.

Courtesy: BBC World Service Trust
Darfur militia leader in custody

A SUDANESE militia leader wanted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) for alleged war crimes in Darfur is in custody, a minister has confirmed.

The ICC issued an arrest warrant for Ali Mohamed Ali Abdel-Rahman - known as Ali Kushayb - in February last year. Sudanese Justice Minister Abdel Basit Sabderat said an investigation into alleged crimes committed by Ali Kushayb was now drawing to an end.

The ICC chief prosecutor also accuses Sudan's president of crimes in Darfur. The government is lobbying hard for the UN Security Council to delay an ICC investigation into whether President Omar al-Bashir should be charged with war crimes. The BBC's Amber Henshaw in the capital, Khartoum, says Sudan has refused to co-operate with the ICC case and is insisting on conducting its own investigations into crimes in Darfur. An arrest warrant for government minister Ahmed Haroun was issued at the same time as that for Ali Kushayb - the minister has not been arrested.

A new chief prosecutor was appointed in August to investigate crimes committed in the Darfur region during the five-year conflict. Legal experts say that Sudanese criminal law does not include charges of genocide, war crimes or crimes against humanity although the military law was revised last year.

The government has always denied reports that it had backed the Janjaweed militias accused of widespread atrocities against civilians in Darfur. More than two million people have been forced from their homes and an estimated 300,000 have died since black African groups took up arms in 2003, complaining of discrimination by the Arab-dominated government in Khartoum.
Residents of Gendema village in the border town between Sierra Leone and Liberia have expressed fear of insecurity at the boundary of the two sister countries.

Moinima Mansary, a resident of the village told Concord Times that the massive movement of Sierra Leonean youth into Liberia on a delay basis was a concern.

She said the recent frequent crossing of young people has brought renewed fears in the township.

"The youth have not given us any good reason as to why they were going to Liberia. We want to know the reason why they were going to another country. Before the war Sierra Leonean youth were crossing over to Liberia in droves," she recalled adding that, "we have started seeing them going back."

Mansary claimed that customs officers were collecting Le 75,000 from people crossing the border over to Liberia.

Assistant inspector general of police south David Sesay also confirmed that he has been informed about the movement of young Sierra Leoneans into Liberia.

Sesay said they have discussed the matter with the people of Gendema during a border and provincial meeting held at the village.

"We discussed the movement of youth into Liberia. Some of the youth said they were going to Liberia to seek jobs," he said.

Sesay disclosed that there are 47 crossing points between Sierra Leone and Liberian border.

"Since I took over I made sure that there are various check points in all the major areas of police coverage. The police have the manpower and the human resource to combat crime in the district. My plan is to wipe out armed robbery in the district," he said.
The prosecution in the case against the former Liberian president, Charles Taylor, are gradually reaching the end of their submission. They say they believe they have produced "compelling evidence" against Mr. Taylor. Joseph Cheeseman caught up with Courtenay Griffiths, the Lead Lawyer for Mr. Taylor and first asked him how he felt the hearing was going. Griffiths: Happily, we were close to the end of the prosecution case. We can see the light at the end of the tunnel.

CHEESEMAN: When are you hopeful of seeing out with any possibility of the case being closed?

GRIFFITHS: Well it looks now as if the defence case won’t commence until some time next year. Section after the close of the prosecution case, we will need some time to put our witnesses in place, organize our witness order, organize the logistics of transporting witnesses from West Africa to The Hague. All of that is going to take a little time. So we will need a couple of months.

Cont'd on page 19

Cellcom Scores High Mark
- Open Store In Redlight For Subscribers, Others

Cellcom, a renowned GSM provider in Liberia continues to demonstrate genuine commitment to its many customers, truly practicing "For Cellcom, you are always No.1" in the capital to cater to the growing demands of its mass subscribers. A colorful opening at least after the end of the prosecution case to organize the defence case.

CHEESEMAN: Mr. Taylor continues to come to court restrained by a leather belt attached to handcuffs and what have you. Why do you think Mr. Taylor continues to yield to such measures?

GRIFFITHS: Because he’s anxious not to derail the trial. He’s anxious that the trial proceeds smoothly because he’s confident that he’s able to prove his innocence. And therefore he doesn’t want to do anything which might jeopardize the smooth running of these proceedings.

CHEESEMAN: Charles Taylor and his son Chuck Taylor Jr. are on trial for two landmark cases. The former president as the first African head of state to be put on trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity and, his son as the first American to be put on trial for allegedly committing torture in Africa. What do you think? Is it a coincidence, a misfortune, or is it fate that has driven the two Taylors to this level?

GRIFFITHS: Well one has to bear in mind that the same country which has been the major force behind the setting-up of the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the demonization of former President Taylor is the same country in which former President Taylor’s son is being tried.

CHEESEMAN: Which country is that?

GRIFFITHS: The United States of America. And consequently it probably doesn’t take a conspiracy theorist to work out that there may well be a good reason why Chuck Taylor’s trial just happens to take place at the same time as Charles Taylor trial.

Because by so doing you create this international image of this family of ogres, father and son, both involved in criminal activities so both of them must be guilty; you know, there must be something genetic about the Taylor family which drives them to crime, hence father and son being tried at the same time.

CHEESEMAN: Back home in Liberia Mr. Taylor was known to be a deacon in the Baptist Churches. The other day he said he is a member of the Jewish faith, and he stayed away from court. People say he’s trying to buy time. What do you think?

GRIFFITHS: Well I can’t understand how him declaring himself to be a follower of the Jewish faith suggests that he’s buying time. As far as I’m concerned his religious beliefs are a private matter for him and his lawyer. I am not his father confessor, and consequently what religion he chooses to pursue is entirely a matter for him, and it’s a subject upon which I don’t think I’m qualified to offer any opinion.

CHEESEMAN: Finally, is there anything you wish to say, share with the people of Liberia that I didn’t ask you?

GRIFFITHS: I would like to invite the Liberian people to follow this trial closely. It is of major interest to you, because Charles Taylor is your former President and what is being done to him is an attempt to criminalize not only him but the whole revolution which he set in train in Liberia to overthrow that despotic President Doe. So consequently it behoves the Liberian people to ensure that he truly set as has just, and by following the trial they can come to their own verdict whether he be guilty or not.

Courtesy: BBC World Service Trust
Part of this story was omitted when scanning in Liberia.
being undertaken by both the United Nations and also by national assistance, and the tracing exercises are continuing. But the important thing for us at this time is through the United Nations process, and through individual countries' law enforcement, that the accounts that we've identified, many of which were closed, many of which saw money flowing out from other accounts, that those accounts are investigated and that the resources are located and frozen," he said.

He said the process appeared slow because care was taken to trace every cent. He then noted that so far, the UN has frozen about 6 million dollars. "We'd like to freeze many times that amount. We'd like to freeze tens of millions if possible and to make that available to victims," Prosecutor Rapp said.

Witnesses

On the witness question, Griffiths said the defense has identified several Liberians who were willing to appear to testify in behalf of the former president but that Western propaganda has made association with Taylor risky.

"We are getting witnesses. And those witnesses are willing to attend court. But at the same time they express fear to us that through associating themselves with President Taylor they may get stigmatized in West Africa because of the aura of wickedness which the media has built up around the former President. Because the last thing we want is for, once we've declared to the Prosecution who our witnesses are, for any individual to approach them and seek to dissuade them from coming to The Hague to give evidence on behalf of former President Taylor," he said.

The reported stigmatization of witnesses may work against the chances of Taylor's successful defense, but Prosecutor Rapp told Chesterman that it was not unique to Taylor's witnesses alone. "Witnesses tell us afterwards that sometimes members of their family are harassed, that siblings or others are told your brother, went up there and testified, he's betrayed our former President, and people sometimes get angry. There's one case of an assault on a witness' daughter. So those kinds of things can happen. Keep in mind that in the case of all of the witnesses Taylor knows who those witnesses are. He's entitled to disclosure of their identity for 42 days beforehand," he said.

He said there was no question that the Special Court needed more money to support its increasing budget, but he noted that for now there was enough money to prosecute Taylor.
Taylor anxious...  

Trial resumes today

The Lead Lawyer for former President Charles Taylor indicted for war crimes in Sierra Leone said Taylor is anxious not to derail his trial ongoing in The Hague.

Commenting on Taylor’s willingness to undergo the Court restrained by a leather belt attached to handcuffs and other harsh prison measures, Lawyer Courtenay Griffiths said Taylor is anxious that the trial proceeds smoothly because he’s confident that he’s able to prove his innocence.

And therefore he doesn’t want to do anything which might jeopardize the smooth running of these proceedings.

Speaking to the BBC World Service Trust reporter in The Hague, Mr. Griffiths accused the United States of America of trying both Taylor and his son, Chuckie, as an attempt to “create this international image of this family of ogres: father and son, both involved in criminal activities so both of them must be guilty— you know, there must be something genetic about

See Story on Page 6

Taylor anxious

the Taylor family which drives them to crime, hence father and son being tried at the same time.

“And consequently it probably doesn’t take a conspiracy theorist to work out that there may well be good reason why Chuckie Taylor’s trial just happens to take place at the same time as Charles Taylor’s trial”, he told the BBC World Service Trust reporter.

On the ongoing proceeding, the Lead Defence Lawyer said they won’t commence their side of the trial until some time next year because after the close of the prosecution case the defence will need some time to put its witnesses in place, organize our witness order, organize the logistics of transporting witnesses from West Africa to The Hague.

All of that is going to take a little time. So we will need a couple of months at least after the end of the prosecution case to organize the defence case, Mr. Griffiths said.

Meanwhile, the Court reconvenes today

Monday October 13, at 9.30 a.m. after the observance of a mid-session break.
Bush Wants

Warlords Arrested

FOCUS Catalogues Abuses of Liberian Children

By Alfred Jutieh Chua

With the recent call by United States President George W. Bush for the arrest and prosecution of leaders of armed groups and military forces across the US who have recruited child soldiers, a child rights advocacy group has highlighted pervasive and all-encompassing abuses of children in Liberia.

The advocacy group, Forças de Children's Responsibilities for Universal Rights for Survival (FOCUS), has also called on President Bush and others to ensure that those responsible for the abuses committed against children in the Liberian armed

conflict account for their deeds on the altar of justice.

The new case, Child Soldiers Accountability Act, signed by President Bush on 3 October, 2008, makes it a Federal Crime to recruit knowingly or to use soldiers under the age of 15. The Act permits the US to prosecute any individual on American soil for the offenses, even if the children were recruited or served as soldiers outside the US.

FOCUS Executive Director Anthony Bowland told the Daily Observer over the weekend in Monrovia that his entity was in support of the Act against the recruitment and use of children.

'Defiant' Senators Risk ACC Inquest

As Bogus USS178,000 Lahai Lansana's Budget Surfaces
TAYLOR’S TRIAL TO DELAY

Taylor’s defense lawyer Courtney Griffiths said at the close of the prosecution case, they will need some time to log and organize their witnesses as well as organize logistics to transport witnesses from West Africa to The Hague.

The Press Union of Liberia (PUL) has constituted a five-member commission to organize and conduct the Union’s elections slated for November 8.

The Commission is chaired by Mr. James G. Kiazolu, past President of the Press Union of Liberia and currently Publisher of the Liberian Express Newspaper.

Other members of the Commission are Attorney D. Oneckus Banjou, Co-Chairman; Mr. Tete Kanneh, Secretary; Ms. Esther

All of this is going to take a little time. So we will need a couple months at least after the end of the prosecution case to organize the defense case,” Griffiths told the BBC.

Regarding questions why Taylor continues to attend court restrained by a leather belt attached to handcuffs, Griffiths said because Taylor is anxious not to derail the trial.

“He’s anxious that the trial proceeds smoothly because he’s confident that he’s able to prove his innocence. And therefore he doesn’t want to do anything which might jeopardize the smooth running of these proceedings,” the lawyer said.

The former Liberian leader is facing war crimes charges and other crimes against humanity as one of those bearing the greatest responsibility in the decade long brutal civil war in Sierra Leone.

War crimes prosecutors believe they have produced “compelling evidence” against Taylor.

Responding to reporters’ inquiry whether it is a coincidence, a misfortune, or is it fate that has driven Taylor and son Chuckie Taylor to be tried at the same time, Griffiths said,

“One has to bear in mind that the same country which has been the major force behind the setting-up of the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the demonization of Taylor is the same country in which Taylor’s son is being tried.”

“The United States of America. And consequently it probably doesn’t take a conspiracy theorist to work out that there may well be good reason why Chuckie Taylor’s trial just happens to take place at the same time as Charles Taylor’s trial.

Because by so doing you create this international image of this family of ogres, father and son, both involved in criminal activities so both of them must be guilty—you know, there must be something genetic about the Taylor family which drives them to crime, hence father and son being tried at the same time,” Griffiths said.

Chuckie, an American is the first to be put on trial for allegedly committing torture in Africa.

Griffith wants the Liberian people to follow Taylor’s trial closely.

“It is of major interest to you, because Charles Taylor is your former President and what is being done to him is an attempt to criminalize not only him but the whole revolution which he set in train in Liberia to overthrow that despot, President Doe. So consequently it behoves the Liberian people to ensure that they truly act as his jury, and by following the trial they can come to their own verdict whether he be guilty or not,” the lawyer said:
Rapp Applauds Chuckie's Trial

As Defeat To Impunity

The American lawyer heading the prosecution against former President Charles Taylor, Mr. Stephen Rapp, has applauded the ongoing trial of his son, Chuckie Taylor, describing as a defeat for impunity.

Mr. Rapp welcomed the trial of as another step toward ending impunity for war criminals. Chuckie, also known as Charles McArthur Emmanuel is the first person to be tried under a 1994 U.S law that makes it a crime for an American to commit torture overseas.

Reports: The trials (of Mr. Taylor and his son), are revealing the savagery of the conflicts in Liberia and Sierra Leone.
Newspaper Summary

Ex-Combatants Demand Graduation from Skills training program in Northern Liberia
(The Inquirer)

- Tension has erupted at the Liberia Opportunity Industrialization Centre (LOIC) and the Young Men Christian Association (YMCA) skills training centre in Nimba County over the graduation of some ex-combatants. Accordingly, the ex-combatants have accused the LOIC and the YMCA Programme Coordinator, Julius Sele for deserting the program that was designed to provide skills training to ex-combatants. The spokesperson of the ex-combatants, Elizabeth Charlie threatened they would resort to a peaceful demonstration if their graduation is delayed further.

TRC Releases Findings of National Conflict Mapping Survey
(The Analyst Public Agenda, New Vision, The Monitor)

- A Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) has released findings from a National Conflict Mapping Survey conducted by the commission. The TRC recently completed the survey which is intended to identify threats to peace in Liberia. According to the Commission, the survey focused on looming issues that have the potential to endanger the Country’s long term stability.
- The survey was conducted in seventy-five percent of the administrative districts of the fifteen political sub-divisions of Liberia and was followed by consultations with government officials, civil society organizations, political leaders and the traditional Council.
- The TRC said the report will be presented by the European Commission for comments, endorsement and the appropriate action.

Regional Examination Body Adopts New Measures
(The Inquirer)

- The West African Examinations Council in Liberia says it has designed new measures to prevent the recurrence of collusion during the 2007/2008 national exams administered in May this year. The Head of the National Offices of the Council, Professor Thomas Gaie said those candidates that are expected to sit the 2008/2009 examinations would sit the exams on their campuses. According to him, other schools that do not have a decent examination hall would be made to sit their test at a venue to be made available by WAEC.

Chief Prosecutor Speaks to Compelling Evidence against War Crimes Suspect, Taylor
(The Analyst, Liberian Express, The Monitor, and New Democrat)

- Mr. Stephen Rapp, the Chief Prosecutor of the UN-backed Special Court for Sierra Leone prosecuting ex-Liberian President Charles Taylor says they have compelling evidence against Mr. Taylor and the strength of the evidence has exceeded his expectations. But Taylor's lead defense lawyer, according to The Analyst, Liberian Express, The Monitor, and New Democrat believes his client will prove his innocence.
- The prosecution's case against war crimes suspect and former Liberian President Charles Taylor is due be completed by January next year. Taylor, whose trial started in June 2007, is the first former African head of state to stand trial in front of any court on war crimes charges. He has pleaded not guilty to charges involving murder, rape, conscripting child
soldiers and sexual slavery during the intertwined wars in Liberia and Sierra Leone, in which thousands of people were killed.

President Bush Wants Warlords Arrested as Child Rights Group Catalogues Abuses against Liberian Kids
(Daily Observer)

• [Sic:] With the latest call by United States President George W. Bush for the arrest and prosecution of leaders of armed groups and military forces outside the US who have recruited child soldiers, a child rights advocacy group has highlighted pervasive and all-encompassing abuses of children in Liberia. The advocacy group, Forerunner of Children Universal Rights for Survival (FOCIUS), has also called on President Bush and others to ensure that those responsible for the abuses committed against children in the Liberian armed conflict account for their deeds on the altar of justice.

Radio Summary

Star Radio (News culled today from website at 9:00 am)

Agriculture Minister Announces Major Project

• Agriculture Minister Dr. Chris Toe has announced the construction of the National Extension Coordination Centre in Central Liberia which is to serve as a link between farmers and the ministry.
• The Minister said the centre when completed would coordinate the distribution of seeds and other varieties to farmers in the country and would also help the Central Agricultural Research Institute (CARI) in its testing through the extension program.
• Meanwhile, the Agriculture boss has announced the purchase of twelve four-wheel double cabin Nissan pick-ups for county agriculture coordinators.
• He disclosed that the vehicles were purchased from the ministry’s 2007/2008 Budget.
(Also reported on Star Radio, Truth F.M. and ELBC)

World Bank, Partners Launch Adolescent Girls Initiative

• The World Bank, partner governments and the private sector have launched the adolescent Girls Initiative which is intended to promote economic empowerment for adolescent girls in poor and post conflict Countries for a three year period.
• Liberia will be the first Country to benefit from the initiative, followed by Afghanistan, Nepal, Rwanda, and South Sudan.
• Speaking at the well attended launch in Washington DC, World Bank’s president Robert Zoellick said investing in young girls would serve as the best catalyst to overcome poverty.
• In a televised speech, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf said young women have the potential to ensure economic growth when given the chance.
• Partners including Denmark, Norway, the Clinton Foundation, and Nike Foundation have pledged about twenty million dollars to fund the initiative.

Angel Tokpa’s Murder Trial “Lingers” Amidst Threat from Suspects’ Family

• The Government says the outcome of foreign investigation on the sample of the body parts of little Angel Tokpa shows her guardian, Hans William committed the murder.
• In an interview, Justice Minister, Philip Banks said government has what he called a high quality of evidence to prosecute Mr. Williams and his fiancé Mardea Paykue.
• Minister Banks maintained that the government would not bow to any form of pressure from the Hans Williams’ family to release him warning that any demonstration by the Williams’ family must be preceded by a permit from the Justice Ministry.
• He was reacting to threats by the Williams’ family that they would take to the streets if their brother was not immediately released from detention.
(Also reported on Star Radio, Truth F.M. and ELBC)

ADF Gives Grants to Two Groups

• The United States African Development Foundation has presented grants to two local organizations in the country.
• The Kpatawee Community Development Association in Bong County and SHOCAS, a women group, are the two beneficiaries of the grants.
• The grants which total one hundred seventy-seven thousand US Dollars are intended to increase the income of marginalized entrepreneurs.

**TRC Releases Results of National Conflict Mapping Survey**
(Also reported on Star Radio, Truth F.M. and ELBC)
Former Warlord Demands War Crimes Tribunal
…Boi Bleeju Boi At TRC

The first former Liberian warlord to recommend the establishment of a war crimes tribunal told commissioners of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) their work would be a waste if crimes against humanity committed during the civil conflict are not prosecuted.

Then self style General Boi Bleeju Boi, vice chair and spokesman of the defunct Movement for Democracy in Liberia (MODEL) contended that there can be no peace in Liberia without prosecutions of those who committed heinous crimes against civilians.

“The voices of those innocent persons killed during the civil war are crying out loud for justice. We must establish a war crimes tribunal here in Liberia. We need justice in this country,” the former warlord said Monday while answering commissioners’ questions.

Mr. Boi was testifying at the TRC ongoing Thematic and Institutional Inquiry Public Hearing on the Contemporary History of the Conflict at the Centennial Memorial Pavilion in Monrovia.

He said without the establishment of a war crimes court in Liberia, the peace and security of the country will not be preserved. Mr. Boi demanded that those who committed crimes against humanity during the country’s civil conflict must one day have their day in court.

“The can be no genuine peace and security in Liberia without justice. Our people were killed during this conflict and they are continuously crying for justice. That’s why I continue to advocate for the creation of a war crimes court here. There can be no genuine peace without justice.”

He said that there can be no reconciliation in Liberia without justice for those who committed heinous crimes against humanity.

Mr. Boi said that opportunit afforded key military actors through the TRC process was being abuse due to their boastfulness and arrogance before the commission and hence the only remedy now was prosecution.

Under the theme: “Understanding the Conflict Through its Principal Events and Actors,” the ongoing hearings are addressing the root causes of the conflict, including its military and political dimensions.

The hearings are focused on events between 1979 and 2003 and the national and external actors that helped to shape those events.

The TRC was agreed upon in the August 2003 peace agreement and created by the TRC Act of 2005. The TRC was established to “promote national peace, security, unity and reconciliation,” and at the same time make it possible to hold perpetrators accountable for gross human rights violations and violations of international humanitarian law that occurred in Liberia between January 1979 and October 2003.
A Rwandan Hutu, Joseph Mpambara, has pleaded not guilty before a Dutch court to charges of rape and murder during the Rwandan genocide 14 years ago.

Prosecutors say he took part in the massacre of Tutsis at a church complex and the hacking to death of seven people dragged out of an ambulance.

He was living in the Netherlands when he was arrested in 2006.

He is being tried under a Dutch law that allows the prosecution of war crimes committed overseas.

Some 800,000 minority Tutsis and moderate Hutus were slaughtered by Hutu militias in just 100 days in 1994.

Mr Mpambara, 40, is accused of being a member of the Interahamwe militia.

His case came to the attention of Dutch authorities after his 1998 application for asylum was turned down.

The UN-backed International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) was set up in 1997 to try the most high-profile genocide cases.

Prosecution spokesman Wim de Bruin said the ICTR, under pressure to finish its cases by the end of the year, had asked the Netherlands to take on this case, Reuters news agency reports.